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Letter from the Editor
Tennessee Leeuwenburg
Hello to the readers of The Python Papers! 
This issue marks the beginning of Volume 3. It almost feels like we are no longer
in “startup” mode. This issue is stuffed full on content, so thanks to all those in
the Python community who have contributed to this journal over its lifetime. We
have a fantastic, in-depth article on ShowMeDo who are setting a real example
for online Python content delivery. Ian Oswald and Kyran Dale have kindly put a
lot of work into giving a tour of what they have to offer. 
Our newest editor,  Guilherme Polo also gives us an up-do-date exploration of a number of
choices for Python GUI development, showing the pros and cons of the major toolkits. Gloria W.
Jacobs  continues  her  fine  column,  with  this  issue  covering  “PyVangelism”.  Most  Python
developers that I talk with are passionate about their choice of language, so I'm sure this will
spark a great deal of interest. Unfortunately, I can't simply list every article in the journal here,
but read on for more great content.
A special thanks go out to those who help us by proof-reading our articles, pointing out errors
and helping us to manage the workload of maintaining a good editorial standard in a volunteer
publication.
Introducing The Team
Tennessee Leeuwenburg – Editor-in-Chief
Tennessee  Leeuwenburg  is  a  software  developer  working  at  the  Australian  Bureau  of
Meteorology on automatic text generation of weather forecasts. Prior to this he spent time
working  on  meteorological  data  transfer  standards  in  the  form  of  the  OpenDAP  database
system.
Maurice Ling – Associate Editor
Maurice Ling is a PhD candidate in the department of Zoology of The University of Melbourne
working on text  analysis  of  biological  literature for  the purpose of  understanding hormone
interactions in the mouse mammary cell.
Stephanie Chong – Associate Editor
Stephanie is currently studying Arts/Law at The University of Melbourne.
Guilherme Polo – Associate Editor
I like variety, in my somewhat short time (around 7 years) as developer I have developed
programs related to Network, Data compression, Database, Web, Desktop, Data Modeling, Text
Parsers, among others, in diverse languages. Almost always you will find me programming,
reading, writing about something I enjoy, or even get me studying Computer Science at State
University of Maringá (Brazil).
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Contacting The Python Papers
The editors may be contacted via email at:editor@pythonpapers.org.  We are always happy to
receive feedback, suggestions for improvement and ideas for future articles and topics. 
Contribute to The Python Papers
If you would like to contribute an opinion piece, an article, participate in an interview or submit
a  paper  for  review  and  publication,  please  don't  hesitate  to  contact  us  at
editor@pythonpapers.org
